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Note to Reader: 

Waterbucket eNews1 celebrates the leadership of individuals 
and organizations who are guided by the vision for Living Water 

Smart in British Columbia2. The edition published on June 15, 
2021 featured the qathet Regional District on British Columbia’s 
Sunshine Coast, in particular the leadership of Michael Wall, 

Manager of Asset Management and Strategic Initiatives.  

Michael and his team stepped back, recognized an opportunity, 
and seized the moment to do business differently and integrate 

a “natural asset solution” into a landfill closure plan. 

The umbrella for Partnership initiatives and programs is the 
Water Sustainability Action Plan for British Columbia3. In turn, 

the Action Plan is nested within Living Water Smart, British 
Columbia’s Water Plan. 

 
 

 
1 https://waterbucket.ca/wscblog/ 
2 https://waterbucket.ca/wcp/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2017/11/livingwatersmart_book.pdf 
3 https://www.waterbucket.ca/cfa/sites/wbccfa/documents/media/81.pdf 



 

 

Living Water Smart in British Columbia: Integrating Natural Assets into Infrastructure  

 
It was Wally Wells, Executive Director of Asset Management BC, who 

first drew my attention to the innovation demonstrated by the qathet 

Regional District in daring to do business differently with a landfill 

closure plan. Wally was so impressed that he featured the qathet story 

in the Winter 2021 edition of the Asset Management BC Newsletter. He 

also urged me to share the story with the Waterbucket eNews 

readership.  

The landfill closure plan revolved around site drainage and control of 

runoff discharging to a salmon stream. The essence of the story is that 

the qathet Regional District rejected an engineered solution in favour 

of a natural asset solution. Doing business differently saved $700,000 

which was 80% 0f the original capital budget. Plus, Michael Wall 

reports, “we saved about 1 hectare of beautiful second growth forest 

from destruction.” 

The qathet landfill closure story illustrates why and how innovation is 

most likely to occur when the focus is on the end goal of Sustainable 

Service Delivery. Michael Wall and his team channelled the words and 

wisdom of Wally Wells when they stepped back and asked themselves: 

“What is the service we are trying to provide, and what is the 

most sustainable way to provide it?” 

Upon interviewing Michael Wall and Gracelyn Shannon, co-authors of 

the Asset Management article, it was immediately apparent to me that 

“the qathet story” is one that needs to be told and re-told. The design 

with nature solution for restoration of the water balance at the landfill 

showcases “Living Water Smart in action”. It is already a success story. 

There is no need to wait for performance monitoring over many years. 

In the conversation that follows between Michael Wall and Gracelyn 

Shannon, this duo provides insight into the Natural Asset Solution 

that has preserved green space and resulted in immediate savings to 

Powell River taxpayers. That, in a nutshell, is the story, Well done, 

qathet Regional District! 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Written by Gracelyn Shannon, asset 

management professional, the qathet storyline that follows is 
structured in three parts: Preamble; Gracelyn's conversational 
interview with Michael Wall; and Conclusion. 

Photo Credits: Maura Walker, the ‘Let’s Talk Trash’ team, Effective 
UAV Solutions, and Michael Wall. 

TO LEARN MORE: Check out the short video series on this project at 

https://www.qathet.ca/current_project/resource-recovery-centre/  

Contact: Capitalassets@qathet.ca and/or gracelyn@persephoneconsulting.ca  
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“… inter-generational collaboration…” 

"Kim, we are on our way to a big success story that could change how 

we deliver services. If only we could get 10 to 20 years of long-term 

monitoring data,” Gracelyn Shannon says. 

“I was thinking out loud on an introductory Zoom call with Kim Stephens 

about qathet Regional District’s latest natural asset solution. The 

landfill closure project has saved hundreds of thousands of dollars and 

a significant area of forested land from being cleared, not to mention 

all the harder-to-measure co-benefits, but I sensed much still remains 

to be done before it is common practice.” 

“Kim calmly listened to me talk through the frustration of trying to find 

20 years of funding to collect ecological data that may convince other 

local governments to consider similar solutions, before wisely pointing 

out to me: The success story is already here, we just have to tell it.” 

“The financial and ecological savings already speak for themselves. 

But then why do natural asset solutions still feel far from status quo 

consideration, I wondered.” 

Integrating Natural Assets into Infrastructure 
on BC’s Sunshine Coast   

Below, an overview of 

the site as looked in 

December 2020 after 

completion of a 

natural asset solution 

to landfill closure. 
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“… water sustainability outcomes…” 

“Michael Wall is the Manager of Strategic Initiatives and Asset 

Management at qathet Regional District, as well as a certified Forestry 

Technician,” continues Gracelyn Shannon. “On one of Michael’s 

projects in 2020, the team was presented with an $850,000 engineered 

solution to manage runoff at the landfill closure site. Michael and his 

team questioned the proposed engineered solution and wondered if 

there may be a way to better use the surrounding forest instead.” 

“Michael and a small army of local professionals were able to develop 

a natural asset solution to manage the landfill runoff. The new green 

infrastructure plan saved $700,000 of taxpayer money and 0.5 

hectares of second growth forest.” 

“With a water management service being provided at the same level in 

a more sustainable way, we start to wonder why natural asset 

considerations are not a local government infrastructure design default 

consideration.”    

“What is the context at qathet Regional District that allowed them to 

see the opportunity and follow through? What can other local 

governments learn from the qathet Regional District’s success story?” 

“With these questions in mind, I sat down with Michael to talk about 

qathet Regional District’s path to their natural asset solution success.” 
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“… green infrastructure policies and 
practices…” 

GRACELYN: Welcome Michael. Let’s set the scene with who you are, 

and the project that kicked this whole thing off. 

MICHAEL: I work at qathet Regional District. My focus over the last few 

years has been capital projects, strategic initiatives, and asset 

management. Around 5 years ago, we secured a grant for a landfill 

closure which included the cleaning and restoring of the dump site, as 

well as the build out of a state-of-the-art solid waste recovery facility. 

qathet lead the project development with the support of the City of 

Powell River, who has historically owned and operated the site.  

GRACELYN: And as a part of the landfill closure, you saw an 

opportunity for a natural asset solution?  

MICHAEL: Well, not just me. We received a proposal to manage 

stormwater using pipes, ditches, and a large sedimentation pond. It 

was going to cost roughly $850,000 and they were going to clear 

around a hectare of forest. Jason Gow, senior planner from the City of 

Powell River, and I went on site to review the proposed engineering 

design. We wondered “why are we clearing a forest to put in 

infrastructure to manage run-off, when we know the forest can provide 

that service to some extent?” 

GRACELYN: To some extent? 
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MICHAEL: We tried to look for any similar case studies for a “volume 

of water per area of forest” that can be safely managed, but we could 

not find anything. We had to get a hydrogeologist and professional 

engineer to take a look and give the go ahead. 

GRACELYN: You got the professionals on site, you settled on a new 

design, and started construction? 

MICHAEL: Construction was not easy either. We experienced a few 

50mm rain events that we had to manage with wildland fire pumps that 

pumped into the forest dispersing through sprinklers. Amazingly 

though, we could see there was no pooling or surface movement, it 

was our first time seeing in real time what the forest could manage.  

GRACELYN: Construction was cheaper, and you could see that the 

service was going to be provided at the same level as the engineered 

solution, if not better? 

MICHAEL: Exactly. And it is not just that. A solution like this is going to 

be less maintenance and we are not going to have to replace it, that is 

savings for future generations. Also, there are added benefits like 

shade, air filtering, erosion control, biodiversity, recreation, cultural, 

and education.  
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GRACELYN: And now construction is completed, money has been 

saved, forest has been saved and benefits are innumerable. You are 

done now, and everyone is high-fiving in celebration? 

MICHAEL: Not quite. We are continuing on with the rest of the landfill 

closure, cleanup, and site restoration project. But it’s provided even 

more wins. We are finding creative ways to reuse waste materials as 

resources on site, saving money and reducing GHG emissions with 

less being transported away. We also have a lot of educational material 

being developed with the help of our Let’s Talk Trash team, providing 

consulting on this project as well as environmental public education. 

GRACELYN: Well, I will high-five you.  
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“…a change in mindset… ”  

GRACELYN: My next question is easy, Michael. How? 

MICHAEL: You are going to have to be more specific. 

GRACELYN: You got to use your common sense and go with a 

solution that was more resilient, cheaper, safer, better for the 

environment. Some of us might think we see these opportunities on 

sites and projects, but how did you know? And then how did you get to 

do it? 

MICHAEL: First of all, a lot was already in place for me to see the 

opportunity once it was there. I have been learning about other local 

governments natural asset success stories through articles and our 

network, not to mention my own professional forestry background.  

GRACELYN: So, you saw the opportunity, did anyone take much 

convincing that it was the right way to go? 

MICHAEL: We were set up to seriously consider natural asset solutions 

as an alternative to grey infrastructure going forward. Staff have been 

learning along with the Board about natural assets and how to integrate 

them into our culture. Our Board’s Strategic Plan mentions them, our 

Asset Management Policy and Strategy commit to natural asset 

management. Also, we’ve got some champions on the team here and 

it is becoming part of our culture and consideration.  

GRACELYN: Support from leadership and the general culture.  

MICHAEL: The Boards support and strategic and asset management 

documents are supporting that culture within qathet. But there’s also 

local professional talent, both on the qathet team and in the community. 

On this project for example, from the community we have our Let’s Talk 

Trash team, a local sedimentation specialist, a hugelkulture expert, and 

more.  

GRACELYN: Mind-set is changed. Closure and restoration project is 

wrapping up. You are retiring! What now? 

MICHAEL: We are now doing the detailed design for the Resource 

Recovery Centre, which will facilitate collecting recyclable, up-cyclable 

materials, and things that can be repurposed. We will also be 

constructing a residual waste transfer building on the site. But yes, I 

will be retiring in July.  

GRACELYN: July! Is there anything you would share with other local 

government staff, that may be in that position you were in a few years 

ago just staring out? 
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MICHAEL: You know, I get what it is like. We are busy as local 

government staff, sorting through the day to day and the hundreds of 

emails in the inbox. It is hard to step out of that mindset especially when 

we’ve been in these roles for so long. But just keeping an eye out for 

opportunities, continuing with that lens of “what service are we trying 

to provide, what options are available, and how do we decide the 

best way?” Challenging the norm, paying attention, stepping back, 

and recognizing the opportunities.   

GRACELYN: Thank you Michael for sharing with us, and may the cool 

projects continue into your retirement.  

 

 

 

East receiving apron showing even 

distribution of rainwater runoff to the 

surrounding forest. 

Enhanced Wetland Area with native plantings. In 

the background is the hügelkultur berm comprised 

of decaying wood debris and compostable biomass. 
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Gracelyn’s Concluding Thoughts 

“On a final Zoom check in before the article is published, Kim sat down 

with both Michael and me”, states Gracelyn. 

“I’m surprised when I meet resistance for natural asset management, 

where’s that coming from?” 

Kim laughs. “Is that rhetorical or do you want the answer?” 

“There’s an answer?” 

“Part of one…” Kim begins. 

Kim explains how the guiding philosophy of the late Erik Karlsen, who 

taught a course about change management and human behaviour at 

Royal Roads University after he retired from a career with the Ministry 

of Municipal Affairs, has influenced the work of the Partnership. Erik 

Karlsen’s teachings are integrated into the Partnership Mission and 

Vision which reminds us to be careful where we invest our energy, and 

to lift up the champions and tell the success stories. 

“We need to know more about the Michael Walls of the world.” 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT: 

https://waterbucket.ca/about-us/ 

About the Partnership for 
Water Sustainability in 

British Columbia 

Incorporation of the Partnership for Water 

Sustainability in British Columbia as a not-for-

profit society on November 19, 2010 was a 

milestone moment. Incorporation signified a 

bold leap forward.  

Over two decades, the Partnership had 

evolved from a technical committee in the 

1990s, to a “water roundtable” in the first 

decade of the 2000s, and then to a legal 

entity. The Partnership has its roots in 

government – local, provincial, federal. 

The Partnership has a primary goal, to build 

bridges of understanding and pass the baton 

from the past to the present and future. To 

achieve the goal, the Partnership is growing a 

network in the local government setting. This 

network embraces collaborative leadership 

and inter-generational collaboration.   

The Partnership believes that when each 

generation is receptive to accepting the inter-

generational baton and embracing the 

wisdom that goes with it, the decisions of 

successive generations will benefit from and 

build upon the experience of those who went 

before them.  



 

 

 

 

 


